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may not regard ' chaos ' as a perfectly fair description of such a masterpiece
of the art of illumination. However that may be, the fact that the repre-
sentative manuscript of the one school was orderly and dignified, while
that of the other was chaotic, would not disprove the dependence of the
former on the latter. H. J. L.

Mr. G. F. B. de Gruchy, in a paper read before the Societe Jersiaise,
has examined The Entries relating to Jersey in the Great RoUs of the Exchequer
of Normandy of A.D. 1180 (Jersey: Labey, 1919). Stapleton's treatment
of the ministeria of Jersey was perfunctory, and Mr. de Gruchy's analysis
and identifications are very helpful. Stapleton, for example, identified
Groceium with Grosnez or with Grantez; Mr. de Gruchy showB that the
ministerium de Groceium probably took its name from some earlier official,
perhaps Hugh de Grouchy or Gruchy. The surname became common in
Jersey after the thirteenth century. Most of the writer's comments are
concerned with details of local interest, but towards the end of his paper
he puts forward the suggestion that the farms of the ministeria into which
the Channel Islands were divided in the twelfth century were originally
fixed upon the basis of the house, irrespective of any distinction between
lands held in demesne and fiefs. He points out that the vingtaines, into
which we find Jersey later divided for fiscal purposes, were distributed
among the ministeria in almost exact proportion to the farms, and the
vingtaines ' were originally groups of twenty households ', and cut across
the bounds of fiefs and demesne. Calculated on this basis the farm would
be composed of payments of 8«. lOd. from each house, the rent, Mr. de
•Gruchy informs me, which on the average was paid by each bovate
in the ' fief of Bellosanne, in Jersey, when the latter was transferred
by King John to the abbey of Bellosanne (Jan. 1200, Quo Warranto,
Jersey, 1309, m. 31). If it can be 'shown that the island was held
under the early dukes by a large number of small duca^ tenants, and
that the amount of land in private hands or directly administered by
the ducal officials was negligible, there is a good deal to be said for this
view. The objections to it are, that in 1180 the farms were not collected
in this systematic way, and that the vingtaine was a division of the parish
administration, and was apparently not the basis for the collection of
Crown dues.1 His detailed study of the items in the accounts for 1180
has also enabled Mr. de Gruchy to draw some interesting conclusions
regarding the social and economic condition of Jersey and the other
islands at the end of the ducal period. F. M. P.

Dr. Fritz Vigener's collection of documents relating to Die Mainzer
Dompropstei im 14. Jahrhundert (Darmstadt: Grossherzoglich Hessischer
Staateverlag, 1913) deals with an institution, the prepositura, which did
not thrive in the secular foundations of England,. but attained great
dignity in the German and many of the French churches. It was the duty
of the provost to pay from the revenues at his disposal the fixed prebends
due to the canons.. In England the original organization of the canons
under a dean or provost did not develop the prepositura as an office distinct

1 The writer ha* had the advantage of discussing these point* with Hr. de Gruchy.
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from that of the dean, and varying arrangements were made for the
maintenance of the canons.1 The assignment, of particular revenues to
individual canons, which was such a common practice in England, doubtless
hindered the development of a great office on the German plan. Dr. Vigener
shows in his introduction that the provost was not regarded as essential
even in Mainz. There, as elsewhere, the dean, although he gave him
precedence, succeeded in depriving him of all superior influence ; and in
1326 the archbishop tried in vain to abolish his office on the ground of
his excessive wealth. The lands, revenues, jurisdiction, tithes, and other
dues at the disposal of the provost were so great that with reasonably good
management they brought him in a handsome surplus. The office in conse-
quence was much desired, and was frequently granted as a papal provision.
During the residence of the popes at Avignon the provost of Mainz was
generally a Frenchman and frequently an absentee. In 1363 the office
was granted by Urban V to Raymond of Canilhac, cardinal bishop of
Palestrina, who already held many German benefices. Between the summer
of 1364 and the spring, of 1368 the cardinal received 8,000 gulden from
Germany, and the greater part of this large sum came from the prejxmtura
of Mainz. Dr. Vigener has published from the papal archives the
careful inquiry into the rights and revenues of the office, made in 1364
and completed in 1366 by Raymond's vicar, Bertrand of Macello ; also
balance sheets of Bertrand's accounts for 1364-7. The documents are
not quite complete, but they are models of their kind, and give a clear
impression of the economy of the provost's great establishment in Mainz
and of his villages and vineyards on the middle Rhine and lower Main.
The introduction contains a brief account of the provost's office, biographies
of the-cardinal and his substitute (whose career in Germany was varied
and responsible), a critical description of the manuscripts, and a summary
of the contents of the documents. Geographical and technical difficulties
are explained in the notes and glossary. F. M. P.

In The Peoples Faith in the Time of Wydif (Cambridge : University
Press, 1919) Mr. B. L. Manning has collected a great deal of information
about the popular beliefs of Wydif s time, and has arranged it clearly
and attractively. He confesses that he has selected his topics, and there-
fore it would be unfair to criticiEe him for his omissions; but it would
have been well if he had balanced the stress which he justly lays upon
the prominence of the Passion and other central points of the Christian
faith in the teaching of the time with an estimate of the prevalence of the
cult of saints. That side of religion in the fourteenth century is unfortu-
nately ignored. Mr. Manning has read the publications of the Early English
Text Society with much diligence ; but some caution is necessary in their

1 In St. Paul's, for example, the canons were paid partly by the warden of the
brewery, partly by a Camerarius appointed by the chapter from among their number
to collect payments made ' ad oameram ' (Hale, thmuQay of St. PavTt, p. cxxix).
There waa a prepositvs canonicorum at Lincoln, from whom a newly admitted canon
received his conmuna in the chapter-house, and who waa responsible for certain
payments; but he was not one of the great officials of the church (Bradshaw and
Words worth, Lincoln CatXtdrnl Statute*, I 276, 284, 286).
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